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Scientific progress is increasingly dependent on knowledge in computation-ready
1–9
forms . In the life sciences, among others, many scientists therefore extract and
structure knowledge from the literature1,3,10–19. In a process called manual curation,
they enter knowledge into spreadsheets, or into databases where it serves their
and many others’ research. Valuable as these curation efforts are, the range and
detail of what can practically be captured and shared remains limited, because of
the constraints of current curation tools. Many important contextual aspects of
observations described in literature simply do not fit in the form defined by these
tools, and thus cannot be captured14,15. Here we present the design of an easy-touse, general-purpose method and interface, that enables the precise semantic
capture of virtually unlimited types of information and details, using only a
minimal set of building blocks. Scientists from any discipline can use this to
convert any complex knowledge into a form that is easily readable and meaningful
for both humans and computers. The method VSM forms a universal and high-level
language for encoding ideas, and for interacting with digital knowledge.

The ability to extend our knowledge by building on the results of
others is crucial to the progress of science. Yet, information dissemination in science happens mainly via publications, expressed
as stories with tables and figures. This method of scientific discourse is extremely flexible and expressive for disseminating new
findings, but it makes them essentially only available by reading.
This is highly time-consuming for scientists who may need to read
and extract bits of information from thousands of relevant texts.
Initiatives such as FAIR, nano- and micropublications are already
guiding scientists beyond this purely narrative way of sharing results20–24. FAIR encourages us to make scientific data ‘Findable, Accessible, Interoperable, Reusable’, and overall better human- and
machine-interpretable. Although FAIR is often mentioned with a
focus on the reuse of experimental data, FAIR’s principles apply
equally to the new insights derived from that data, as reported in
publications. But unlike data, which is sufficiently uniform to fit
into database schemas, the new insights and their detailed context
(together called information or knowledge) are highly diversiform
and thus not easy to capture with existing technology. Yet for maximum benefit of computational processing, scientific knowledge
locked up as unstructured text in publications needs to be mobilized into machine-interpretable form12,25.
Modeling the world
Such computable knowledge is becoming a cornerstone of today’s
science, especially for integrative research on how numerous interacting components work together as a system. For instance,

computers assist researchers who piece together the structure of
brain neuronal networks, as a basis to understand function1. Other
computer models simulate cell-fate decision networks in cancer,
enabling biologists to study molecular system dynamics, predict
responses to treatments, and prioritize which lab experiments to
carry out next2. Others assess ecosystem changes4, genetic diseases
across species5, transmission of ideas in social media7, or financial
activity networks9. Such models must be constructed from a sufficiently detailed set of prior knowledge in machine-actionable form.
Scientists around the globe are therefore gathering information
about components and their relationships from the scientific literature, and translate them into structured, computable forms10,11.
This process is called curation and is performed both institutionally13,15,16 and in many individual research projects1,3,11,17,18. It happens
largely manually or semi-automatically at best, as human understanding remains essential to properly interpret a publication’s
context and details on observations. Synthesizing text into reliable
assertions about a component’s function is no obvious task for machines alone26,27.
The struggle with curation tools
There has never existed a multi-purpose, practical tool that enables people to easily capture and structure all relevant information
from a piece of text. Much of this information can be highly relevant for building models, but it can be extremely diverse and irregular. Publications report on diverse information types (fields, subjects), and with any variety or amount of contextual details (exper-
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Fig. 1 | Main elements of VSM : precise, intuitive semantics; clear interface.
a, A user searches for terms in linked dictionaries (three of five searches
shown) in a vsm-box. Each autocomplete panel item represents a term linked
to a particular identifier (ID); when selected, their combination appears as a
VSM-term. By choosing particular word-forms, an easily readable sequence of
VSM-terms is created. b, The user indicates units of three VSM-terms that
relate to each other as subject, relation, and object, by adding tridents (a type
of VSM-connector). A first trident is created via clicks above three VSM-terms.
Any additional trident connects a VSM-term to further details about it.
Different connection structures create different meanings for a same term set.
c, Any trident-leg may be omitted to create a bident (three kinds, trident
subtypes). The relation-omitting bident implies an implicit relation ‘is specified
by’, and may only be valid if ontological reasoning can infer a more precise

relation, like ‘has color’. The availability of bidents illustrates VSM’s flexibility
and focus on usability. d, The list-connector combines list-items based on some
list-relation. e, The co-reference and its functionality. First, it supports the use
of referring terms like it. Here it clarifies that it and cat represent the same
cat. Second, this makes VSM-sentences semantically correct: cat and it
represent that cat in two different situations or local contexts; this enables
adding details about the cat in each separate context, see Fig. 3b. If connectors
(excl. coreferences) form a loop, it indicates that conflated, ambiguous
context is present, and a coreference is needed; see Principle 3. Third,
coreferences may refer to terms in earlier VSM-sentences, when building a
story (e.g. experiment protocol). f, One can repeatedly add further context
details to any VSM-term by connecting more VSM-terms, to capture
knowledge of any shape or context-richness.

iment setup, conditions, etc.). Still, the more context one can record, the more useful the collected knowledge becomes, as one can
take into account the conditions under which it is valid.
Current curation tools are often built around predefined entry
forms (or just spreadsheet tables), covering only what one anticipates to capture. However, while reading papers, scientists typically discover extra types of information or relevant details that
should be captured too. Yet doing so often means managing an
ever-widening spreadsheet, or requires laborious updates to the
database and user-interface; and therefore happens only infrequently or improvisedly14,15. This condemns possibly essential context and associated knowledge to remain buried in unstructured
text and inaccessible for computational use. Some curation tools
are more flexible, but these are hard to use. Controlled languages28,29
involve daunting grammars that users need to learn, and current
semantic technologies7,30 are only usable by experts in knowledge
representation (KR), not by typical biologists, chemists, etc.
This also prevents curation from scaling up. Professional curators are scarce, so some form of crowdsourcing that involves many
more scientists will be needed to curate much of the relevant literature. This implies that we will only be able to leverage the full po-

tential of computational processing on the vast archives of humanity’s research results, after we have curation technology that is
flexible and intuitive enough to be used widely.
Solution
We aimed to design a new approach that is both extremely flexible
for capturing diverse and rich information, and equally focuses on
being intuitive to understand and use.
VSM (Visual Syntax Method) is a new semantic model, combined
with a supporting user-interface (UI). VSM enables one to manually
reformulate any unit of information, into a clear, precise semantic
form, whereby any inherent complexity is kept manageable. VSM
evolved from discussions with scientists from diverse domains
over ten years.
Here we describe the design of both this method and its supporting UI. Applications, software, and links to existing technology are
detailed in separate papers31–34.
Available material
The main text introduces VSM to an audience across scientific disciplines. It starts with domain-neutral examples, allowing readers
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Fig. 2 | Cross-disciplinary applicability and intuitiveness of VSM.
a, VSM-sentences can represent information from diverse research domains,
into one unified, human-readable, computable language. The examples
assume the availability of dictionaries (=controlled vocabularies, CVs) that
provide a term+ID for each shown VSM-term. They also assume the availability
of synonyms (terms linked to a same ID) that help make VSM-sentences more
readable like natural language: e.g. prepositions for verbs (in, is located in),
conjugations (bind/-s/-ing), adverbs (convergent/-ly), or abbreviations (A36).
These word-form variants could be provided directly by the CV or be
generated by intermediary code when needed. Also numeric concepts
(numbers, dates) can be generated ad-hoc31. While CVs are always work-inprogress, here we focus on how VSM brings such terms together, syntactically
and semantically. The bottom example shows a template, filled out with
biological observations. b, VSM-templates are partially completed

VSM-sentences that mimic form-based input. They facilitate larger curation
efforts focused on capturing specific types of knowledge from literature.
Templates include VSM’s other advantages: autocomplete (faster term
lookup, lower error rates), the flexibility to connect additional VSM-terms as
needed, and the ability to present information from diverse curation projects
into one multi-purpose user-interface. c, VSM-term types. Instance: concept
within a specific context (blue; default and predominant); referring instance:
refers to another instance; class: concept that is not context-bound, general
category (yellow; e.g. for ontological ‘x is-a y’ hierarchies); literal: text or data
without ID (red; e.g. protein sequence data). d, A VSM-sentence was manually
converted to a possible graph representation in RDF, a widely used knowledge
representation form30. For most people, the VSM-sentence is much easier to
understand than RDF. See Supplementary Information Fig. S10 for a detailed
comparison of what makes VSM structurally more elegant.

to focus on basic principles, and then shows how any particular curation need may be served. Supplementary Information provides
extra detail, justifies design choices toward KR experts, and extends the Discussion. Online pages31 provide many editable examples for hands-on experience with VSM.

A VSM-box should be connected to one or more dictionary resources that provide terminology. For instance it could be linked
to terms from the English dictionary, lists of protein or gene names
and IDs, and ontologies from resources like BioPortal33,35–37. Each
dictionary is a list of concepts within a particular domain. A concept
is the combination of a computer-processable, unique identifier
(ID), and one or more human-readable terms (synonyms); whereby
terms can consist of several words, e.g. ‘is located in’.

VSM as a Semantic Model
VSM is like a language: it provides a small set of elements for constructing information as VSM-sentences. These are flexible, semilinear statements. Similar to how any language consist of words
and a grammar, VSM consists of VSM-terms and VSM-connectors
(Fig. 1), with rules to combine these meaningfully.
VSM includes certain features from existing methods, including
natural language, controlled languages28,29, ontologies9,13,35, and
RDF (Resource Description Framework)30. But VSM’s combination
of high usability, flexibility, and semantic preciseness for computability also requires a fresh set of foundational principles.
VSM as a User Interface
VSM includes the design of a user-interface for entering or reading
VSM-sentences. This VSM-box input-component holds one VSMsentence (Fig. 1) and should be embedded in other software, like a
web page32.

VSM-terms
We will use a VSM-box to introduce VSM’s design. In Fig. 1a, a VSMbox is linked to a set of dictionaries that together provide the terms
and IDs necessary for composing a VSM-sentence.
A user enters the observation that John eats a chicken with a fork.
While typing in a VSM-box, an autocomplete panel brings up
matching terms from the linked dictionaries. The panel shows distinguishing information about each term (e.g. description, dictionary, ID). The user repeatedly chooses items from these panels,
and thereby creates five VSM-terms: these are UI-elements that represent a term plus a linked ID.
Notice that by combining multiple dictionaries, some terms may
refer to multiple IDs (e.g. a gene-name referring to genes from multiple species), and multiple synonymous terms may refer to a same
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ID (e.g. a gene having multiple names). The autocomplete helps
users disambiguate this, and while the resulting VSM-term may
show only a term, the linked ID is stored underneath.
VSM’s support for synonyms also enables VSM-sentences to look
more like natural language, which enhances intuitiveness38. In
Fig. 1a, the preposition with would represent the same relation as
the verb uses: they are synonymous word-forms linked to the same
ID. This allows the sequence of VSM-terms John eats chicken
with fork to be easier to understand for people than an equivalent
John eats chicken uses fork.
VSM-connectors
Next, the user specifies a syntactic structure among VSM-terms by
adding VSM-connectors. These come in just three main types, the
primary being the trident.
Tridents visually organize terms into triples, which are units of
three VSM-terms that relate to each other as Subject, Relation, and
Object. Triples are one of the intuitive, basic units of conceptualization30,39 used in VSM. The user specifies a triple by clicking above
three terms in said order. This adds a trident connector, attaching
to each term with a distinctly drawn leg (plain, up-triangle, downarrow, resp.) representing the term’s assigned role in that triple.
The first trident in Fig. 1b specifies the unit John eats chicken.
The second trident again connects three individual VSM-terms,
specifying a second unit that can now be read as: ‘the eating (of
chicken by John)’ (=subject) happens ‘using’ (=relation) ‘a fork’
(=object). Notice that we here refer to the verb ‘eats’ via an equivalent noun: an ‘eating’ activity. Another version where ‘a chicken
uses a fork’ shows that attaching connectors to different terms
changes the whole meaning.
VSM Principles
The example introduces a way of thinking that can be scaled up to
knowledge of any complexity. This is defined in three principles for
how to build or interpret a VSM-sentence. These are presented
from an end-user’s perspective. Mathematical (formal-logic etc.)
perspectives are discussed elsewhere31. The principles are introduced below, elaborated upon in Supplementary Information, and
summarized in Fig. 4.
Principle 1. Bottom-up construction. Although a VSM-sentence
may resemble natural language, it is not. It is a condensed piece of
information, reformulated by a curator in such a way that VSMterms can be grouped with VSM-connectors. Connectors are not
placed on top of unstructured text; instead they assemble a new
VSM-sentence via meaningful links between individual VSM-terms.
VSM-term labels display information readably, IDs define meanings precisely, and connectors define underlying conceptual structure clearly.
Principle 2. Referable entities. VSM-terms may appear as verbs,
adjectives, etc., but only appear in that word-form to make a VSMsentence more human-readable. For example, a term like ‘eats’
(=verb-form) may be given the relation-role under one trident, but
one can always refer to it again and give it a subject- or object-role
(i.e. an entity-role) under another connecting trident, where one
would rather call it ‘the eating’ (=noun-form) (Fig. 1b). This means
that in VSM, ‘traditional relations’ and entities are treated equally;
and actually every VSM-term is a referable entity to which additional VSM-terms can be connected. Every verb, etc. term may
therefore have a synonymous noun (with same ID), e.g. blue/blueness. One may even think of all VSM-terms as nouns, to keep in
mind that they are all referable entities.
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Principle 3. Embedded context. A VSM-term represents not just a
specific entity, but a specific entity in a specific local context. One
should see each VSM-term as the sum of an entity, and the particular situation, state, or details specified by all terms connected to it.
Each VSM-term thus carries a distinct and individual local context.
For instance, in Fig. 1f the first VSM-term represents not just a particular man, but a man in a particular situation of wearing a suit,
while eating etc. with etc.
This view is special yet essential to VSM. It enables the clear construction of VSM-sentences that mention a same entity in multiple
situations, e.g. before vs. after some event (Fig. 1e, Fig. 3b). By using two VSM-terms instead of one, one can fully detail the entity in
both situations separately, and prevent ambiguity about what detail belongs to what situation. One simply connects each detail (extra terms) to the VSM-term for the relevant situation. The second
term can be labeled ‘it’, to reflect natural language. Both terms
must be connected with a coreference to declare that they represent the same entity, not two distinct ones; and the context of the
second term builds on the first.
Implications are: 1) A connector never attaches to a whole triple/unit, but always to a single term (which represents the unit’s
full meaning, from that term’s perspective). 2) A connector does
not carry meaning itself; it only operates on meanings carried by
individual terms. 3) Connectors (excluding coreferences) must
never form loops, as these signal conflated contexts.
These principles define a recipe for adding more context-details
to every VSM-term, repeatedly and meaningfully. This is illustrated
with many examples, including several with genuine scientific
knowledge: Fig. 1f, 2a, Fig. 3a, online31.
Other elements of VSM
Bidents, list-connectors, VSM-templates, and term types are shown
in Fig. 1c, 1d, 2b, 2c, and elaborated in Supplementary Information.
Discussion
Our increasing dependence on computer-assisted knowledge discovery makes it imperative that our scientific knowledge is made
computable. Simplifying the task of encoding complex ideas into
computation-ready form is therefore crucial, and underpins an effective digital transformation.
VSM aspires to be a key enabling technology, as an intuitive, universal bridge between domain-expert and computer comprehension. For the end-user, the way knowledge is structured and displayed can make all the difference for accepting and using a new
method. A VSM-sentence can often be understood at first glance,
when using synonymous word forms that make it resemble natural
language. It can be understood unambiguously, by reading terms
while visually following the connectors that make syntax explicit.
For the computer, only clear interpretability matters, achieved via
IDs and connectors. VSM’s three semantic principles enable all
this.
The few connector types and principles make VSM a quick-tolearn method for both reading and composing computable
knowledge in any domain. Fig. 2d highlights VSM’s conceptual clarity, and Fig. 5 compares VSM with other methods. Early adopters
reported that VSM makes biological information’s inherent complexity much easier to handle. This also indicates VSM’s utility for
displaying knowledge currently encoded in more complex form.
Application of VSM in curation projects will likely start from
templates (Fig. 2b), which are easy-to-use and readily extensible.
Semi-automatic filling of templates or VSM-sentence construction
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based on text-mining are appealing topics for future research.
Given collections of diverse VSM-sentences, learning algorithms
may someday recognize patterns of equivalent or related conceptual structures40, to support input, querying, and machine reasoning. VSM’s understandable, context-rich conceptual structures
may even facilitate the development of both explainable machine
learning and robust machine reasoning.

Eventually, VSM could enable an interdisciplinary platform for
crowdsourced creation of digital summaries of scientific papers,
where each paper would be summarized on a wiki-like page, in a
form both human- and computer-understood. While structured
digital abstracts have long been an aspiration12, VSM provides a
usable and capable technology to that goal. It is a broad, walkable
bridge between human and computer understanding.

Fig. 3 | VSM’s wide applicability, and notion of context. a, VSM-sentences
can represent information on diverse topics and with any contextual depth.
Some examples cover Life Science areas, where intricate systems of diverse
components need to be modeled computationally, in order to understand or
predict their behavior or response to changes. Other examples cover the
financial world, where semantic web technologies are being applied to
automate business processes and make real-time, well-informed decisions. –
This illustrates that VSM can facilitate the digital transformation of real-world
knowledge across domains. This may lead to the creation of larger volumes of
such knowledge, and ultimately this may support, facilitate and stimulate the
development of improved artificial reasoning over heterogenous knowledge.
The recent outbreak of infectious disease may serve as an extra motivation to
overcome the bottleneck of scarcity in human reasoning resources, w.r.t.
utilizing all available knowledge to solve problems under time-sensitive
circumstances. – A VSM-box container holding a VSM-sentence grows as
needed, and automatically stacks connectors in natural-looking order for
clarity. Stacking order does not affect meaning, only leg-to-term connections
do. b, Full example on the notion of local context in VSM. Multiple connections
to a term determine its contextualized meaning, all together, simultaneously.

Therefore in the Wrong sentence (top of panel b), where both pets and feeds
connect to a single cat term, this cat represents a cat in a situation of
simultaneously being petted and being fed; i.e. its two contexts are conflated
into one VSM-term. This makes it impossible to add further detail about the
cat’s state in either situation, without ambiguity. If one connects two locations
to the single cat, it remains unclear when it is where. The first OK sentence
solves this by using an extra VSM-term it, and connecting it to cat with a
coreference. The resulting two VSM-terms represent the same entity, but in
two different situations. This allows clear specification of the cat’s location in
each situation. The second OK sentence, with two cat VSM-terms and no
coreference, describes two separate cats. This same method can be applied to
e.g. statements about cause and effect, where an entity is described in the
context of only the cause being applied, vs. later in the context of the effect
happening; see also panel a. This applies also to non-temporal cases (e.g. in
Ann thinks she is kind, the she represents a hypothetical version of Ann,
not one later in time). Supplementary Information and Fig. S7 also explain how
it (=child term) inherits context-details from cat (=parent term), in a
unidirectional and overridable way, and how this viewpoint assists particular
cases.
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 Fig. 4 | Overview of VSM-terms, VSM-connectors, and VSM Principles. –
VSM-terms represent a term string and a coupled identifier (ID) (a unique code
that represents one particular meaning). Term-strings and IDs are provided by
dictionaries, and (especially with multiple dictionaries combined) may be in a
many-to-many-relationship. – VSM-connectors assign VSM-terms to basic
units. Each connector type reflects a distinct, basic conceptual unit-type that is
used in VSM, while being intuitive in human understanding. They represent
triples, pair types, lists, and linked concepts across contexts. We emphasize
that this apparent grouping is not done in the sense, or with the purpose, of
subsequently building groups of groups. Instead, each connector only assigns
relative roles to individual VSM-terms, relative to each other. For example,
activates is a Relation relative to A and B, while simultaneously, it is also a
Subject relative to in and C. This enables the assembly of larger conceptual

structures, not built by bagging terms into additional, referable group-entities
that need management (like ‘blank nodes’ in RDF), but built via targeted
connection to any VSM-term, no matter in what other groups it may already
play a role. The semantics of this mechanism is governed by Principle 3, and is
simple to follow for people with just this guideline: think of each VSM-term as a
specific thing, in its own situation or local context defined by all its connected
terms. In a sentence with five VSM-terms, this results in five specific concepts,
each contextualized by the other four (context is also received from indirectly
connected terms), and each representing the VSM-sentence’s complete
message from that term’s own perspective. – The three VSM Principles
(rephrased from the main text, yet expressing the same idea) define how VSMterms and VSM-connectors work together semantically and guide the creation
of clear VSM-sentences, ready for computation.

Fig. 5 | Comparison of VSM with other knowledge representation methods.
– VSM is a knowledge representation and entry method, most closely related
to controlled languages, table-based entry methods, and RDF. – VSM differs
from controlled languages: it replaces their many fixed rules by just a few
connector types, and it replaces their fixed keywords and symbols by an
approach that treats all VSM-terms equivalently (Principle 2). VSM supports
synonymous word forms for readability, it places all expressed meaning into
terms alone, and it uses elementary connector types that enable structural
consistency (Supplementary Information Fig. S5b, S5c). – Table-based entry
methods are easy to use but poor on inherent semantics. VSM-templates copy
their ease-of-use, but provide seamless extensibility, immediate clarity of how
terms relate, and ontology-ID lookup. – RDF (Resource Description
Framework) achieves high expressivity through triples which are also present

in VSM. But while RDF is designed for IT experts, VSM is designed with a focus
on usability for other scientific domain-experts as well: the biologist, chemist,
etc. curator. Next to triples, VSM includes other basic units for grouping
terms, and adds a view of semantics where terms are embedded in an own,
local context (Principle 3). Both are essential for representing larger
conceptual ideas as structured units of information, with both ease and clarity.
– VSM is much less related to natural language tagging or analysis tools,
despite its ability for resemblance to natural language (Principle 1). In
particular, VSM should not be confused with text annotation (the tagging of
entities and relations in free-text sentences, as how they appear in a paper),
and VSM should not be confused with parse trees (generated by text-mining
algorithms after top-down syntactic analysis of natural language; in contrast
to bottom-up semantic knowledge construction with VSM).
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